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Malcolm Sylvers

Textual and Translational Aspects ofa Recent Marx Anthology

Alongside the almost completed 50 volume edition of the Collected Works of
Marx and Engels (Lawrence and Wishart, Intemational) and tlre several

volumes ofthe Pelican Marx Library published in the 1970's, we now have in
English an agile two volume anthology, part of the ,,Cambridge Texts in the

History of Political Thought". The first volume - Early Political Writings,

edited by Joseph O'Malley - carne out in 1994 and included material up to
1847: ,,On the Jewish Question", ,,On Feuerbach", articles from Vorwörts!, as

well as selections from Marx's writings on Hegel's Philosophy of Right, the
Parß Notebooks, The German Ideologt and The Poverty of Philosophy. The
present volume, Loter Political Writings, editqd by Tenell Carver, goes from
the 1848 Manifesto la the Notes on Adolph Wagner, written in the last year of
his life.
ln an anthology of a dense foreign author like Max, what counts is the
selection witl regard to the space available, the usefulness of the critical
apparatus and the quality of the translations. As to the selections, .Later
Political Writings is, in fact, something of a misnomer. The anthology
contains, not surprisingly, lhe Manifesto, The Eighteenth Brumaire, the

,treface" to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, The Civil
War in France arÄ the Critique of the Gotha Programme. Also present,

however, are the 1857 Introdrction (part ofthe Grundrisse manuscripts) and
the previously mentioned Notes on Wagner. If the former is essentially a

discourse on the method ofeconomic analysis, the latter - a somewhat obscure
manuscript where Marx cornments on a bougeois economist who was himself
often commenting on two other economists - would appear to be even more out
of place. It is not at all clear that these texts illuminate how Marx directly saw
and analyzed politics; in fact, in order to understand how he saw this essential
activ§, some selections would certainly have been much more useful than
others.

' Maüji., Late/ Political Writings. F-dited and tanslated by Terrell Carver. Cambridge,
Cambridge Univeßity Press, 1996, pp. xxxii,260.ISBN 0-521-36739-5.
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Carver states that he has attempted to present Marx ,,as a political theorist who

was deeply, though analytically engaged in politics". Following this, the

allotted space would have been better utilized with material on tlle revolutions

of 1848 in Central Euope and France, writings on Poland, Ireland and the

United States Civil War, and documents from the history of the First

Intemational. What probably determined the editor's choice was that this latter

material is amply present in the three volumes of political writings in the

Pelican edition.

Carver's intoduction contains brief notes on each of the selections and the

edition utilized; to this has been added a biogra.phical chronology, a short

bibliography for further reading and a useful glossary of the major historical
figures referred to in ttte selections. To render the selections more readable

Carver also utilizes, in preference to footnotes, editorial insertions in the texts.

The editor states directly that his ain has been ,,to depart substantially from the

way that Marx has previously been presented in English, and in other
languages, including German". ln his words, the emphasis is on Marx and not
what came to be Marxism. Leaving aside for a moment the question of
translation, this has meant for Carver using, first editions rather than later ones

even when they were prepared by Max himself(as in the 1869 edition of 7fre

Eighteenth Brumaire) or by Engels.

With regard to the latter, Carver has done extremely valuable work (see his
Marx and Engels: The Intellecruol Relatiowhip, 1983 and Friedrich Engels.

His Life and Thought, 1989), well establishing that Marx and Engels are not
interchangeable - carbon copies, we might say - as a certain tradition has

insisted. Quite correctly, the MEGA' edition has worked with this in mind.
And yet Carver seems to have a bias against Engels, at times extreme. For
example, in speaking of the contradictory nature of feudal socialism the

a,uthors of the Manifesro note that its exponents do not only support repressive

legislation against the working class but that they are themselves intimately
mixed with capitalist economy. The hrst edition utilized by Carver speaks of
them as ,,picking up golden apples and swapping huth, love and honour for
speculation in wool, beetroot and spirits". Engels' addition to this phrase in the

1888 English edition - "picking up golden apples dropped from the tree of
industry..." - is cefiainty a ctarification. Why not use it, given that Engels, after
all, was the co-author?

Similarly, Cawer's desire to present a Marx as ,,flexibte" as possible in his
interpretive method, leads him to downplay the ,,Preface" to A Contribution to
the Critique of Political Economy despite its inclusion in the antholog5r:
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Marx's aflirmation, that the method and tendencies indicated in this,,Preface,,
were the guiding lines for his studies is denied in that they are, in the view of
the editor, ambiguous, ,,abstractly formulated" and at variance with his other
writings. In itselfthis is quite debatable but moreoyer it doesn,t seem serious to
dismiss what Carver calls ,,propositional generalisations" simply because,
according to him, they were written in a hurry. Given their having been
republished in a footnote to the first vol]dfirre of Cqpital, is it so clear that Marx,
again according to Carver, never gave importance to them? The culprit is
identified, not surprisingly, in Engels, who, in the words ofthe editor, pounced
on the text and laid out a tradition ,,in explicating Marx".
The translations in this anthology are all Carver's and in t}le case of the Notes
on ll/agner his - originally published in 1975 - was tlre very first. In many
respects they are quite diflerent from those existing. For many ofthe selections
I tlünk he has succeeded in his attempt to rectiry, as he puts it, an often obscure
and clumsy English as in the l9th century trarslations utilized, n the Collected
Works where they exist. He has indeed captured, as he proposed, ,,something of
the freshness of the moment, even when this mears a certain awkwardness in
expression or deviation from later terminology".
Carver's translations are dynamic and colloquial, hard hitting and colorful. A
few examples from The Eighteenth Brumaire, comparing his rendering to that
of a century ago, will suffice. ,,Underwent further fragmentation,. is certainly
smoother than ,,underwent decomposition anew" (,,zersetzte sich ihrerseits von
neuem"); ,,bolt from the blue" and ,,vociferous loudmouths" are certainly more
vivid to us today than ,,thunderbolt from a clear skl' and ,,loudest bawlers..
(,,Blitzstrahl aus heiterm Himmel", ,,lautesten Schreiem..). And for ,,Sie hörte
auf, sich die Gewalt über die Ereignisse anzumaßen,, Carver,s,,lt stopped
pretending to have any conüol over events" is more direct than the convoluted
,,It ceased to presume to sway tie events" . And in the Manifeslo, with regard to
the degradation of work through the subordination of labor to machinery, the
authors spoke of how only ,,am leichtesten erlembare Handgriff, was
necessary; Carver's ,,rnost reflex-like manual motion" captures the idea while
the nineteenth century English translation (edited by Engels) which reads

,,rnost easily acquired knack", is today incomprehensible.
U, from the Critique of the Gotha Programme, ,,1 come rrow lo the democratic
section" (,,lch komme jetzt zum demokatischen Abschnitt") and ,Ä free state -
what does that mean?" (,"Freier Staat - was ist das?") in tlle contemporary
translation ofthe Pelican Marx are somewhat formal while Cawer has, I think,
rendered tiese expressions better with ,,I'11 come now to the bit about
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democracl' and ,,A free state - what's that?". At times he does push the limits
ofthe permissible in an attempt to capture the aggressive spirit present in most

of Marx's political wdtings. For example, in this same work the author

complains about what the Programme has done with a phrase from the

lnternationale's Statute: ,,Der dem intemationalen Statut entlehnte Satz ist in
dieser 'verbesserten' Ausgabe falsch." While in the Pelican Marx we have

,,This sentence has been lilied from the Rules of the Intemational but is

incorrect in this 'improved' version", Carver gives us a much more polemical

Marx: ,,This sentence, borrowed from the rules ofthe Intemational, is falsified
in the 'improved' version here". Nowhere in Marx's text do we have tlte verb

,,verliilschen" although he probably did mean that the phrase had not only been

quoted incorrectly, but that it had been done so in a willful desire to falsifu.
While the editor has chosen to translate the many foreign expressions used by
Marx, he has strangely left in the original references to ,,Sturm und Dran§' and

,,Klaus Zettel", which I'm not sure will be understood by the readers he wishes

to reach. As to specific Marxian terminology, Carver's ,,relations of
production" (,,Produktionsverhältnisse") is preferable to the older ,,conditions
of production". On the other hand he has, at times, changed expressions, for
example in the Manifesto, which are by now codified: to speak of feudal fetters

which are ,,sprung open" instead of ,,burst asundet'' (,,*urden gesprengt') or
that,,everything fixed goes up in smoke" instead of,,all that is solid melts into
ait'' (,"Alles St?indische und Stehende verdampft") is closer to our modem
English usage but may be counterproductive in terms of understanding.

(Cawer's translation of the latter phrase loses moreover the possibly

Shakespearian derivation from The Tempest.)

At times the editor's English seems in fact too contemporary: e.g. ,,smeared"
for ,,verschrien" and ,,insider nading" for ,,tripotage" (which most translations

leave in the French original), while the use of ,,state enterprises" for

,,Staatsausgaben" (in lhe Manifesto's minimum program, usually rendered as

,public purposes") seems simply an error. Ofcourse, as Carver himself aIfirms,

,,translation is inevitably interpretation, and interpretation is inevitably
personal". It boils down to how much distance we want from our text; how
much do we want to undeßtand not only the meaning but also that Marx is not
our contemporary?

The difficult ,,Introduction" in the Grundrisse manuscripts poses different
problems - those ofreadability and fluidity in the syntax and structure - in large
part because these notebooks were not intended for publication. It may be

useful to see how Carver's tanslation of a well-known passage on how to
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analyz€ the anatomy of bourgeois society measures up with that of Martin

Nicolaus in the Pelican Marx and Emst Wangermann in the Collected Llorks.

,pie bürgerliche Gesellschaft ist die entwickeltste und mannigfaltigste

historische Organisation der Produktion. Die Kategorien, die ihre Verhältnisse

ausdrücken, das Verständnis ihrer Gliederung, gewährt daher zugleich Einsicht

in die Gliederung und die Produlitionsverhältnisse aller der untergegangnen

Gesellschaftsformen, mit deren Trilmmem und Elementen sie sich aufgebaut,

von denen teils noch unüberwundne Reste sich in ihr fortschleppen, bloße

Andeutungen sich zu ausgebildeten Bedeutungen entlvickelt habet ac." (MEW

13, p. 636)

,,Bourgeois society is tlre most devetoped and most diverse historical

organisation ofproduction. The categories which express its relations [and] the

essence of its arrangement, allow at the same time an insight into the

arangement of production and the relations of production of all extinct forms

of society with whose fragments and elements bourgeois society is constructed,

whose remains, still not yet entiely obsolete, persist in bourgeois society, [and

what were] mere indications [in extinct forms of society] have been developed

to a specialised signihcance." (Carver, p. 151)

,pourgeois society is the most developed and the most complex historic

organization of production. The categories which express its relations, the

comprehension of its structure, thereby also allows insights into tlre structure

and the relations of production of all the vanished social formations out of
whose ruins and elements it built itsetf up, whose partly §till unconquered

remnants axe carried along within it, whose mere nuances have developed

explicit significance wiüin it, etc." (Nicolaus, p. 105)

,,Bourgeois society is the most developed and many-faceted historical

organisation of production. The categories which express its relations, an

understanding of its structure, therefore, provide, at the same time, an insight

into the structure and the relations of production of all previous forms of
society the ruins and components of which were used in the creation of
bourgeois society. Some of these remains are still dragged along within

bourgeois society unassimilated, while elements which previously were barely

indicated have developed and attained their fult significance, etc."

(Wangermann, 28, p. 42)

Carver here is clearly missing the readability he achieved in the more political

pieces in his anthotogy; as to Nicolaus's translation, one can only quote his

corffnent tiat he had attempted ,,a tight fit to the original, including the

roughness of grammar". On the other hand, Wangermann's rendering seems
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the cleares! and most elegant with the most appropriate choice of words; his
translation was helped, moreover, by not having hesitated to divide the text,
where necessaxy, into shorter paragraphs.

A final question on the translations has to do with what has been called the
imposition of,,political correctness", in this case, adjusting the English so that
Max, a vigorous polemicist writing in a specific period with his own particulax
sensitivity (and lack of sensitivity), doesn't ,,offend,,. h The Eighteenth
Brumaire Marx refers to a minister of Bonaparte as ,den Juden Fould,., Carver
translates it directly while the much older English translation, utilized in the
Collected Works, softens - and falsifies - it to,,the moneyJender Fould,.. (One
could here add that the Bebel and Bemstein editions of Marx,s conespondence
eliminated all antlJewish remarks.) But neither is Carver absent from what
seems to be an attempt to make Marx more ,,acceptable... So, in the Manifesto,
,,die barbarischsten Nationen" which are dragged into civilization by the
bourgeoisie are, in his translation, referred to altematively and less offensively
as merely,primitive",,,underdeveloped" or,,semi-developed...
Despite any critical comments with regard to the tanslations or the selections
themselves, Ialer Political Writings makes it quite clear that Marx the theorist
was not only a man of his time but was extraordinarily and continually
interested in contemporary politics even when he did not have the means to
intewene directly. To underline this today is not a minor virtue in that the
almost complete collapse of any present-day praxis connected to Marx's
thought seems to have, at times, placed the great nineteenth century German
radical in the Elysian fields ofpolitical and social theory where he is reduced to
debating vigorously with Aristotle, Machiavelli aad Montesquieu. Carver,s
recent anthology helps us be suspicious of any such apotheosis. For Marx,
contemporary politics was merely the present evolution ofhistory while a good
part ofwhat is called history was for him nothing more than past politics. Later
Political Writing; makes it quite clear how intellectual vigor directed towards
the unveiling of underlying processes was never separated in Marx from a
passionate drive towards the transformation ofsociety.

Author: Prof. Malcolm Sylvers, Universita Cä Foscari di Venezia,
San Marco 2545, 30l24Ye1x1ezia, (ltal\a).


